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Number-theoretic techniques are very useful in studying the representa- 
tion theory of finite groups. In this paper we attempt to introduce such 
techniques into the representation theory of finite-dimensional semisimple 
involutory Hopf algebras over a number field. We consider Hopf algebras 
which contain an integral Hopf algebra order, and study the relation between 
the structure of the Hopf algebra and the number-theoretic properties of its 
orders. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple involutory Hopf algebra. An 
element /l E H is called a left integral if hfl = .~(h)/l for all h E H. It is 
known [5, 61 that there exist left integrals in H for which E(A) # 0. Let A 
be an order in H, and let IT, be the ideal of all left integrals in A. The ideal 
E(L) gives much information on the structure of H and A. It plays a role 
similar to that played by the order of the group in discussing the representa- 
tion theory of a finite group. In fact it always is a divisor of dim H. More 
specifically, let A* be the dual order to A in H*, and let L* be the ideal of 
left integrals in A*. We prove that c(L) c(L*) is the ideal generated by dim H. 
A is a separable algebra if and only if c(L) = R. If B is an order containing 
A, and M is the ideal of left integrals contained in B, we show that 
(c(L) c(&Z)l) (B/A) = 0. In particular, if E(L) = c(M), it follows that 
B = A. We then prove the following generalization of a theorem of Frobe- 
nius: the degree of any absolutely irreducible representation of H divides 
E(L). If H is the group algebra of a group G, and A is the integral group 
ring, then E(L) = (1 G I), and this gives Frobenius’ theorem. If G has a normal 
abelian subgroup N, then it is possible to construct an order for which 
c(L) = ([G : N]), in which case our result gives us a theorem of Ito. This 
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proof of Ito’s theorem is interesting in that it does not use induction on sub- 
groups. Finally, we show that a Hopf algebra over a number field which 
contains a separable order must be commutative. 
Throughout this paper we will freely use the results of [5, 6, 41. A good 
exposition of the relevant material in the first two papers can be found 
in [7]. 
1. HOPF ALGEBRAS AND ORDERS 
Let R be a Dedekind domain. By a bialgebra over R, we mean an R-algebra 
A with unit which is a finitely generated projective R-module, together 
with R-algebra homomorphisms 6 : A --, A OR A and E : A + R satisfying 
(I @ S)S = (6 @ I)6 
and 
(I @ E)S = (c @ I)S = I. 
We will follow the usual convention [7, pp. l&12] and denote S(a) by 
C a(,) @ a(,) , (I @ 6) S(a) by C at1) @ a(,) @ a(,) , etc. If there exists an 
R-module map y : A -+ A satisfying 
441 = C aw(a(2)) = C y(w) a(2) I 
we will call A a Hopf algebra. A is called involutory if y2 = I. 
If X is a finitely generated projective R-module, denote the R-module 
hom,(X, R) by X*. Note that X** E X; if Y is also a finitely generated 
projective R-module, then (X @a Y)* g X* OR Y*. If A is a Hopf algebra 
over R, A* is a Hopf algebra over R, called the dual Hopf algebra to A. 
A** E A as Hopf algebras. 
Let F be the field of quotients of a Dedekind domain R, and let H be a 
finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over F. An R-order of H is a Hopf algebra 
A over R which is finitely generated and projective as an R-module, such 
that A OR F E H. If A is an R-order of H, we will usually identify A with 
its image in H under the isomorphism. Note that under this identification 
A* = hom,(A, R) is identified with the set of elementsp E H* = hom,(H, F) 
for which p(A) C R. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over F. A left integral in H is 
an element A E H such that hA = <@)A for all h E H. It is shown in [5] 
that the set of all left integrals in H is an ideal of dimension 1 over F. Since 
any Hopf algebra A over R is an order of A @QRF, it follows that A contains 
nonzero left integrals. Let L denote the set of left integrals in A. Then L is 
a two-sided ideal in A. 
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If A is an element of L such that L = RA, we call A a nonsingular left 
integral in A. If there exists a nonsingular left integral in A it is determined 
up to multiplication by a unit in R. 
If h E H and p E H*, denote C h(,)p(h(s)) by p>h and C&r)) h(s) by 
h<p. Note that p(p>h) = qP(h) and q(h<p) = pp(h) for all 4 E H*. Let A 
be an R-order of H. If h E A and p E A*, the p>h, h<p E A. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be a Dedekind domain, let A be a Hopf algebra over R, 
and let L be the ideal of left integrals in A. Then the map 
defined by 
P 0 h F+ h <r(P), PEA*, hEL, 
is an R-module isomorphism. 
Proof. It is enough to show that the map (A* aRL) OR RP + A OR RP 
is an isomorphism for all primes PC R. Since (A* BRL) OR RP E 
(A* @RR,) OR~(LORR~)E(A @RRp)* ORp(LORRp), and A @RRp 
is a Hopf algebra over Rp with dual (A @R Rp)* and ideal of left integrals 
L @R RP , and since RP is a principal ideal domain, the Lemma follows 
from the main theorem of [5]. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let A be a Hopf algebra 
over R. Then a left integral A E A is nonsingular if and only if the map 
A*-+A 
de$ned by 
P t-+ A+(p) 
is an R-module isomorphism. 
Proof. The only if portion of the Corollary follows from the Lemma. 
If. Let L be the ideal of left integrals in A. Then L = (qA ) q ~1) where 
I is some fractional ideal in F, the field of quotients of R. We know that 
A = L<y(A*) = (IA)-+ = I(A<y(A*)) = IA. This implies that 
I = R, so L = RA, and A is a nonsingular left integral. Q.E.D. 
The following lemma is immediate. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R be a Dedekind domain, and let A be a Hopf algebra 
over R. If A* is a free R-module with basis (p,], and A E A is a left integral, 
then A is nonsingular if and only if the matrix (pipi( is invertible over R. 
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2. LEFT INTEGRALS AND DUALITY 
In this section we show that if A is an R-order in a finite-dimensional 
semisimple involutory Hopf algebra H, if L is the ideal of left integrals in A 
and L* is the ideal of left integrals in A*, then e(L) e(L*) = (dim H)R. This 
result can be thought of as a more precise arithmetic version of Theorem 4.3 
of [4]. We then show that an involutory Hopf algebra A over R is separable 
if and only if E(L) = R. 
We call a semisimple Hopf algebra H over F split if every irreducible 
module M over H is absolutely irreducible, that is, if M OF E is irreducible 
over H OF E for all field extensions E/F. If H is any finite-dimensional semi- 
simple Hopf algebra over F, there exists a finite extension E/F such that 
H OF E is split. 
If H is split over F, we can carry through the development of the char- 
acter theory as in [4]; all the results found there will hold for H. If x E H* 
is an irreducible character of H, we will denote the degree of x by d, . 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a $nite-dimensional semisimple involutory Hopf 
algebra which is split over the jeld F, and let H* be its dual Hopf algebra. Let 
A be a nonsingular left integral in H, and let A* be a nonsingular left integral 
in H*. Then 
c(A) A* = A*(A) c d,x, 
where the sum ranges over the distinct irreducible characters of the algebra H. 
Proof. Let A, = E(A)-IA. Then A, is a nonsingular left integral in H 
with c(A,,) = 1. The proof of Proposition 4.1 of [4] shows that 
A” = A*&) C d,x. 
The lemma now follows from this. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain with field of quotients F. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple involutory Hopf algebra over F, let A 
be an R-order in H, and let A* be the dual R-order in H*. If L is the ideal of 
left integrals in A and L* is the ideal of left integrals in A*, then 
e(L) E(L*) = (dim H)R. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for each prime PC R, e(L) e(L*) Rp = 
(dim H) R, . Note that L @a RP is the ideal of left integrals in the Rp-order 
A OR RP and L* OR Rp is the ideal of left integrals in the Rp-order 
A* OR lip = (A OR Rp)*. Since E(L) E(L*) Rp = e(L OR Rp) e(L* OR Rp), 
it is sufficient to show that E(L OR Rr) E(L* @a Rp) = (dim H) R, . In other 
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words, we may assume (replacing R by RP) that R is a discrete valuation ring. 
In particular, since R is a principal ideal domain, A has a nonsingular integral 
A and A* has a nonsingular integral A*. That is, L = RA and L* = R/l*. 
By Proposition 7 of [5], we may assume A*(A) = 1. We will show that 
E(A) +I*) = (dim H)l. 
Let E/F be a finite field extension which splits the algebra H, and let S 
be the integral closure of R in E. A is a nonsingular integral in A OR S and 
A* is a nonsingular integral in A* OR S = (A OR S)*. Thus we may 
assume (replacing R by S) that H is split. By Lemma 2.1, 
This implies 
e(A) A” = A*(A) c d,,. 
= c dX2 = (dim H)l. 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 
The following example shows that we cannot drop the hypothesis that H 
is involutory and semisimple. Consider the Hopf algebra H generated over 
the rational numbers by g and t, with S(g) = g @g, e(g) = 1, and 
S(t) = 1 @ t + t @g, c(t) = 0, subject to the relations g2 = 1, t2 = 0, and 
gt + tg = 0. It can be shown that H is a four-dimensional Hopf algebra 
with basis {1, g, t, gt>. The antipode of H is given by r(l) = 1, y(g) = g, 
y(t) = gt, y(gt) = -t. The antipode is of order four; so H is not involutory. 
H is not semisimple; its radical has basis {t,gt). It can be shown that 
A = t + gt is a left integral in H and that the functional A* defined by 
A*(l) = 0, A*(g) = 0, A*(t) = 1, A*(gt) = 0 is a left integral in H*. (This 
Hopf algebra is a homomorphic image of the example given on pp. 89-90 of 
[7].) Now consider the Z-order A in H spanned by {l,g, t,gt}. It can be 
shown that the element A described above is a nonsingular left integral in A, 
and that A* is a nonsingular left integral in A*. Therefore in this case 
E(L) E(L*) = 0 # 42 = (dim H)Z. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let R be a Dedekind domain with $eld of quotients F. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple involutory Hopf algebra over F, let A 
be an R-order in H, and let A* be the dual R-order to A in H*. Suppose that 
the characteristic of F does not divide the dimension of H. If A has a nonsingular 
left integral A, then A* has a nonsingular left integral A* such that 
E(A) <(A*) = (dim H)l. 
Proof. By the Proposition, c(A) e(L*) = (dim H)R, so there exists 
A* EL* with E(A) E(A*) = (dim H)l # 0. It is easily checked that A* is a 
nonsingular left integral in A*. 
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Let A be a Hopf algebra over the Dedekind domain R. If a E A, denote 
by R(u) the R-endomorphism of A defined by bR(a) = ba. Consider the 
element T* E A* defined by T*(a) = Tr(R(u)) for all a E A. By Proposi- 
tion 9 of [5], if A is involutory, then T* is a left integral. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let H be a semisimple involutory Hopf algebra over the field F. 
If A, A* are left integrals in H, H* satisfying A*(A) = 1, then T* = l (A)A*. 
Proof. Let E be a finite extension of F which splits H. Replacing H by 
H OF E, we can assume that H is split. Since T* is a left integral in H*, 
by Lemma 2.1, 
E(A) T” = T*(A) 1 d,x. 
It is clear that C d,x is the trace of the right regular representation, that is, 
C d,x = T*. Therefore, c(A) = T*(A). S ince A* is a nonzero left integral, 
T* = tA* for some t EF. Now c(A) = T*(A) = tA*(A) = t since A*(A) = 1. 
Therefore, T* = c(A)A*. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be an invobtory Hopf algebra over the Dedekind 
domain R, let A* be the duul Hopf algebra, and let L be the ideal of left integrals 
in A. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1. A is a separable R-algebra 
2. T* is a nonsingular left integral in A* 
3. c(L) = R. 
Proof. A is separable if and only if A OR Rs. is separable for every 
maximal ideal P C R (Proposition 4.5 of [I]). T* is a nonsingular left integral 
if and only if it is a nonsingular left integral in A* OR Rr for every maximal 
ideal PC R. E(L) = R if and only if e(L OR Rp) = Rr for every maximal 
ideal PC R. Therefore we can replace R by RP and assume that R is a 
discrete valuation ring. 
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is known; see the first Corollary to Pro- 
position 9 in [5]. Let F be the field of quotients of R. Either of (2) or (3) 
implies that H = A OR F is semisimple. Since we are working over a discrete 
valuation ring, by [5] we can find nonsingular left integrals A, A* in A, A* 
with A*(A) = 1. By Lemma 2.4, T* = c(A)A*, so RT* = c(L)L*. The 
equivalence of (2) and (3) now follows. Q.E.D. 
3. A RELATION BETWEEN ORDERS 
Suppose A, B are orders in a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra. 
Denote the ideals of left integrals by L, , L, . In this section we show that if 
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A C B, then (E(L~) E(&-~) . (B/A) = 0. In particular, if A C B and 
E(L~) = E&J, then A = B. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient jield F. Let 
H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra over F, and let A, B be 
R-orders in H. Let LA be the ideal of left integrals in A, and let L, be the ideal 
of left integrals in B. If B 3 A, then c(L,)B C E(L,)A. 
Proof. To prove the Proposition, it is enough to show that E(L,,) RpB C 
l (LJ R,A for all primes PC A. Therefore, replacing R by RP and A, B by 
A ORRP, BO,RP, respectively, we may assume that R is a discrete 
valuation ring. In particular, R is a principal ideal domain. Applying the 
main theorem of [S], we see that A has a nonsingular left integral rl, and B 
has a nonsingular left integral /l, . Let {bi*} be an R-basis for B*. Given 
a* E A*, we can write a* = Ci qibi*, with qi EF. We will show that 
+I,) qi E +l,)R. S’ mce B* C A*, a*b,*(A,) E R. Since (1, is a nonsingular 
left integral in B, the matrix (bi*bj*(AB)) is invertible and its inverse (qj) 
has entries in R. Therefore 
44 qi = 4-U C q,b,*b,*&) uji 
i.k 
= +I,) C a*bj*(A,) uji 
Therefore, 
= ~(-4,) c a*b,*(A,) uji E +lg)R. 
so 
~(-4~) a* = C +l,) qibi* E E(&) B*; 
2 
E&) A* C E(&) B*. 
Since H is semisimple, ~((1~) and +l,) are nonzero. Since <(A,) A* = 
(U/44)4* and 44 B* = ((Wb))B)*, 
This implies 
Therefore, 
((1/44))4* C KMWB)*. 
U/+U)A ’ (1/44J)B. 
c(L,)A = +&)A3 +lJB = e(L,)B, Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient Jield F, and let 
H be a jinite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra over F. If A and B are 
R-orders in H with A C B and c(LJ = E(L~), then A = B. 
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4. THE DEGREES OF IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, we prove a result which is essentially a straightforward 
generalization to Hopf algebras of Frobenius’ theorem that the degrees of 
the irreducible representations of a finite group divide the order of the group. 
However, because of the possibility of using Hopf algebra orders in group 
algebras which are larger than the group ring, this result includes not only 
Frobenius’ theorem, but also Ito’s generalization of it, which asserts that the 
degrees divide the index of any normal abelian subgroup. We then use the 
result to prove that a separable involutory Hopf algebra over the ring of 
algebraic integers in a number field is commutative. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a fkite-dimensional semisimple involutory Hopf 
algebra which is split over the field F, let A be a left integral in H, and let x 
be an irreducible character of H. Then 
where d, denotes the degree of the character x, and e, denotes the central idem- 
potent associated with x. 
Proof. Let {a$} be a matric basis of the simple subcoalgebra of H* 
associated with x, and let {b$} be a matric basis of any other simple sub- 
coalgebra of H*. Then x = Ck a$ , and so by (3.6) Corollary of [4], 
a:(r(x)>4 = (F azr(a&)) (4 
and 
b~(r(xb4 = (c b,*,r(a&l) (4 = 0. 
k 
This implies that ~(x)>/l = (<(A)/d,) Cle ekk , where {eij> is the basis of 
matrix units dual to the matric basis {a$}. This completes the proof of the 
Lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a Dedekind domain with field of quotients F, 
and let H be a @site-dimensional semisimple involutory Hopf algebra which is 
split over F. Let A be an R-order in H, and let L denote the ideal of left integrals 
In A. Then for any irreducible character x, the ideal d,R divides the ideal E(L), 
where d, denotes the degree of the character x. 
Proof. As before, we may assume that R is a discrete valuation ring. Let 
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A be a nonsingular left integral in A. Then L = RA, so e(L) = c(A)R. Let 
V be the simple H-module associated with x, and let n E I/ be any nonzero 
element. Then AU is a lattice in V. Taking an R-basis of AU as anF-basis of 
V, and computing the trace with respect to this basis, we see that x(a) E R 
for all aEA, i.e., xEA*. This implies that f = r(x)>A E A. From 
Lemma 4.1, f" .-= (c(A)/&)“-If. Since the submodule C Rf n C A must be 
finitely generated, it follows that c(A)/& E R. This completes the proof of 
the proposition. 
Let G be a finite group, let F be an algebraic number field which splits G, 
and let R be the ring of algebraic integers in F. Let H = FG. If A = RG, 
then A = C g is a nonsingular left integral in A and c(A) = j G 1. Therefore, 
in this case, the proposition gives us Frobenius theorem that the degree of 
an irreducible representation divides the order of the group. By choosing A 
more carefully we can get Ito’s generalization of Frobenius’ theorem: 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let G be a jinite group, let N be a normal abelian sub- 
group of G, and let V be an absolutely irreducible representation of G ovey an 
algebraic number field F. Then dim, V divides [G : N]. 
Proof. By replacing F by a finite extension, if necessary, we may assume 
that G and N are split over F. Let R be the ring of integers in F. Since N is 
abelian and split over F, FN = .Z @F as algebras so FN* s FK for some 
group K. (Of course, K E N, but we do not need this fact.) Therefore 
FNrFK*. This implies that RK* is an R-order in FN. Let 
A = RG . RK* CFG. It is clear that A is a finitely-generated projective 
R-module. Since RK is mapped onto itself by each Hopf algebra automorph- 
ism of FK, it follows that RK* is mapped onto itself by each Hopf algebra 
automorphism of FN. In particular, if g E G, the map b ‘--t bg = gplbg, 
b EFN, is a Hopf algebra automorphism. Therefore if b E RK*, then 
bg E RK*. Since bg = gb” for any g E G, b E RK*, RK* . RG C RG . RK+. 
This implies that A is an R-subalgebra of FG. If a ERG, b E RK*, then 
S(ab) = C a(,jb(,) @ a(,)b(,) E A OR A. This proves that A is an R-order in 
FG. 
In RK*, the function A’ defined by A’(1) = 1 and A’(K) = 0 if k # 1 is 
a nonsingular left integral. Thought of as an element ofFN, A’ = / N 1-l C n. 
Therefore A” = / N 1-l Cg = (Cgi)(i N 1-l C n), where {gi} is a set of 
coset representatives of N in G, is a left integral in A. Note that e(A”) = 
[G : N]. Let L denote the ideal of left integrals in A. Since A” EL, E(L) 
divides l (A”)R = [G : N]R. By the proposition, (dim, V)R divides E(L). 
Therefore dim, V divides [G : N]. This completes the proof of the corollary. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let F be a number$eld, and let R be the ring of algebraic 
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integers in F. If A is a separable involutory Hopf algebra over R, then A is 
commutative. 
Proof. Let H = A OR F. H is a semisimple Hopf algebra. Let E be a 
finite extension of F which splits H, and let S be the ring of algebraic integers 
in E. Note that A @a S is separable. Therefore, by Proposition 2.5, e(L) = S, 
where L is the ideal of left integrals in A OR S. Applying Proposition 4.2, 
we conclude that d, is a unit in S for all irreducible characters x of A OR E, 
so d, = 1. This implies that A is commutative. Q.E.D. 
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